2009 honda civic ac compressor not engaging

An automobile can have numerous serious problems and a dysfunctional AC compressor
clutch is one of them. When this component does not work properly, the engine does not get
the cold air flow â€” leading to some major complications. Knowing how to manually engage AC
compressor clutch will help you skip a visit to the mechanic. Plus, you should also know how to
examine the clutch to find out if it is faulty or not. Using low-quality oil could be a reason for
failing AC compressor clutch but it could happen even if you use synthetic oil and high-quality
coolant. In a few cases, the clutch does not engage due to a clogged refrigerant circuit. If you
want to diagnose an AC compressor clutch for defects, apply these techniques:. Set all air
conditioning controls to the MAX before kicking off the engine. Check the front side of the
clutch to examine its condition. Also, find out whether the clutch and the pulley are spinning. If
only the pulley is rotating, the compressor clutch is having an issue, which could be stemming
from several sources â€” a blown fuse, bad clutch oil, low-pressure lockout, or an open wire in
the oil. A careful inspection of the system and its components will help you to pinpoint the
source of trouble. In this step, you have to detach the connector cable from clutch oil. Keep it
safely away from all other components. Use a digital voltmeter to measure the ground and
voltage of the battery at the detached connector cable. Go on to check the fuse if you cannot
read the voltage readings. Move on to the clutch relay if the fuse turns out fine. In a few car
models, the power of the air conditioning system flows from the AC switch to the fuse before
being transmitted to the clutch oil through the low-pressure evaporator temperature. You have
to make sure that the compressor has enough oil to function properly. When you are sure that
there is a problem with the clutch, the next part is to engage it. The next section tells you how to
manually engage AC compressor clutch at home. Engaging the AC compressor clutch at home
is not rocket science. There are a couple of ways you can fix the problem to bring back the air
conditioning system in order. What is the most common reason for an air conditioning
compressor not to engage? Low level of refrigerant. When the coolant level in the system goes
down, the low-pressure switch does not allow the compressor to rotate. How to manually
engage AC compressor clutch when the system is low on antifreeze? Just adding refrigerant
will solve this problem. If your car is compatible with Ra type of refrigerant, attaching a can to
the system will override the low-pressure switch and restore the normal function of the
compressor clutch. Tips â€” When you are going to manually engage the compressor, make
sure that the system has enough oil. Inadequate lubrication can damage the compressor. The
process is a bit different for older cars that are not compatible with the Ra type. Examine the oil
level in the compressor. Add oil if the level is below the normal point. Unplug the single wire
connector on the front side of the compressor. Take the fused jumper wire and connect its one
end to that side of the wire connector that was connected to the compressor. Attach the other
end of the jumper wire to the positive terminal of the battery. It will supply the battery voltage to
the compressor clutch, allowing it to engage manually. There is no need to switch on the air
conditioning system for this method to work. Tips â€” You should route the jumper wire to
avoid it getting tangled or interfering with other moving components. It is an ominous sign
when the clutch engages but the compressor does not spin. Changing the compressor clutch
could be the only solution in this case. A bad AC compressor clutch needs immediate fixing. A
delay can cause serious damage to the air conditioning system and the engine. Tsukasa Azuma
is an awesome car blogger of Car From Japan. He owns a car repair shop at downtown Osaka,
and he put all that experience to good use in his sharing posts. The Answer. Everything You
Need To Know! I have just refilled my C ACâ€¦â€¦â€¦. I have an open coil. The car is a honda
civic with K miles and has banged up bumper. So I could do the clutch removal, grinding and
replace. Any downside? Bad for the car to start with compressor on? The Compressor is not
meant to run all the time. That is why the clutch assembly is necessary. The computer can turn
it on when needed, then off when it has done its job. Leave A Reply Cancel Reply. Login with
Google. Likes Followers Followers. Import used cars directly from Japan. Maintenance Tips. By
Tsukasa Azuma Last updated Dec 24, 3. Tsukasa Azuma. You might also like More from author.
Prev Next. Ismail says 2 years ago. Ed Shnatter says 2 years ago. David says 2 years ago. Leave
A Reply. CFJ Kenya. CFJ Mozambique. CFJ Malawi. CFJ Tanzania. Iwamotocho F, Chiyoda,
Tokyo, Japan About Us Corporate Overview. Why Choose Us. Voice of Client. Bank Accounts.
Others How to buy. Glossary of Terms. Shipping Schedule. Recommend me a Car. Our
Certificates. Privacy Policy. Condition of Use. Sign in. Car Review. Welcome, Login to your
account. Forget password? Remember me. Sign in Recover your password. A password will be
e-mailed to you. It only takes a minute to sign up. I have a Honda Civic 1. Normally, I would
expect to see and feel a slight dip in rpms as the compressor comes on, but before the IAC
opens up to compensate. Does this seem like a reasonable guess, how can I verify this, and
what are my repair options? Is this a diy kind of job? This time I could feel and hear the
compressor engage with a kind of clink. So it seems like I've got some kind of intermittent

compressor issue. Maybe a loose wire preventing the clutch from engaging? What should I
check? The most likely cause is intermittent failure of the compressor relay. Find it in the
underhood fusebox, remove it. It will be labeled Mag Clutch or have a picture of a snowflake.
Then swap it with one of the same part number in the same box. Then test to see if the
compressor engages. Your "I feel the load" test is fine but you can see the clutch come on by
watching the clutch end plate on the end of the compressor. The two ends where being held
together by the red cloth casing and making intermittent contact. I had to finish tearing it to get
it out. I just stripped the ends of the wires, twisted them together, added some solder, taped it
up with electrical tape and reinstalled the thermal protector. Sign up to join this community. The
best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Ask Question. Asked 4 years, 5 months ago.
Active 4 years, 5 months ago. Viewed 14k times. Improve this question. Robert S. Barnes Robert
S. Barnes The air con controller wont engage the clutch if the refrigerant is low on pressure.
That would be the first thing I would check. HandyHowie But wouldn't I have to have a massive,
catastrophic leak in order to go from it working so well to it not working at all in such a short
period of time? Also, it kinda went from not working so well, to working great, to not working at
all. That doesn't sound like a leak to me, even though I have no real expertise in this area.
Barnes Sep 7 '16 at It wouldn't take long for the gas to escape even from a tiny perforation. It
may be a different fault that caused it not to work very well before, but once it started working
properly, a weakness somewhere could have turned into a leak. A quick press on one of the gas
ports will indicate whether you have much pressure in the system with the engine stopped. So I
think it must be something other than a leak. I agree. Maybe you have a bad connection on the
low pressure sensor connector or the compressor clutch actuator connector. Show 7 more
comments. Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answer. Fred Wilson Fred Wilson Add a comment.
OK, so the problem turned out to be a torn wire on the compressors' thermal protector: The two
ends where being held together by the red cloth casing and making intermittent contact. Sign
up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password.
Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta. Visual design
changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Related 7. Hot Network
Questions. Question feed. Could possibly be the low pressure cycling switch. This is what
sends power to the clutch and causes it to engage. Pretty easy to replace and here is how you
would test it. If the compressor comes on and blows cold air then replace the switch and you're
back in business. From the description given after an inspection the compressor, condensor
and evaporator and drier can be ruled out. The only other component in this system is the
expansion valve and the high and low pressure cycling switches and if the system is not
blowing cold air that means the compressor is not receiving the signal from the low pressure
cycling switch to engage the compressor. GregH answered 7 years ago. I suggest that there is a
problem with late model Civics. I've had the Freon checked, it's full. Press switch and nothing
happens, 2 coworkers 1 with an '08 the other an '09 and a friend with an '09 are having similar
problems. Racey1 answered 6 years ago. I have a buddy at Honda, says it happens multiple
times a day in the summer time, its one of their favorite repairs, seems to me it should be a
recall situation. Works fine and blows cold for a bit then compressor shuts off and wont come
back on for a bit and blows hot air. Sometimes it will come back on after a few minutes but most
of the time it will not. Had the problem once before but it turned out to be a bad relay for the
compressor. Now that it is doing it again a year later i tried to change the relay and that didnt fix
it this time. You can feel the relay clicking and its getting hot but the clutch will not engage on
the compressor. Honda service advisor at the dealership told me that its a bad clutch and coil
and that i need to replace the compressor. Honestly I do not trust the dealership because they
always seem to eff you over somehow some way. Everywhere I turn I am reading forum after
forum blog after blog of hundreds of thousands of other civic owners having the same issue
and most are saying its the pressure switch. Last time i listened to the forums instead of the
dealership the forums won. Honda is fully aware of the issue but unless we all stand up and do
something about it then they will not recall it. Just like the peeling paint issue they had for
soooo long that they wouldnt over. Mine is in the shop right now and the shop the dealership
uses gives a lifetime warranty for as long as i own the vehicle on the new paint. I just bought a
civic lx.. Floridamother answered 6 years ago. My daughter Civic is not blowing air at all and the
car has 46, miles, can you tell me what do you think it could be? I have a Honda Civic SI and my
ac does that same thing. It will blow cold air for 10 mins or if I hit a bump it will start blowing hot
air. Seems like there should be a recall if everyone is having the same , how do we get a recall
started? I finally had mine fixed and it turned out to be the compressor clutch and coil.
Replaced the compressor and I now have ice cold air. Martinez02 answered 5 years ago. I have a
Honda Civic and had my pressure switch replaced due to hot air blowing out and the
compressor not engaging and still the compressor will not remain engaged and still throws the

P code to the computer and this code will not clear. Any suggestions? Deneecg answered 5
years ago. Mine went hot then cold for about 2 weeks.. When I press the AC button I hear a click
and the rad fan turns on. I cant see the compressor and theres no water under the car. I
pressure tested the freeon and it seems to be at a normal level. Im close to going in and getting
it diagnosed Is there a way for me to self diagnose? Demeech answered 5 years ago. AndyAle
answered 5 years ago. I have civic. It blows cold for the first ten minutes, then it blows hot.
Turns out it's the ac compressor. The clutch gets stuck. I orderd one online since everyone
wants a arm and leg to replace it. Me and my hubby own civic's his is a mine We both have the
same issue. We took his to dealership and to a very good shop, both returned the car because
the couldn't locate the problem with it. They knew it was blowing hot air but, no leaks no other
"mechanical" issues. Mine is the one that doesn't work now. If I drive faster than 60 it goes out.
If I mess with the temperature knob God knows when it will turn back on. Research online
seems to be the same thing with this breed of Civics. About to trade it in just because of that.
Stupid car! Hoang answered 4 years ago. I have a gdm honda civic model Looking to order the
switch as I am in St Lucia. Does anyone know where i can o. Tyler answered 4 years ago. Ive felt
with this is for about a month but after a ton of searching I found this out. This is for if your car
blows cold air for about 10 minutes after you start it and then starts to blow hot air. This only
applies if your confessor fan and ac clutch are both spinning when you start up your car and
the clutch stops spinning once it gets hot Basically the compressor spins the clutch through
some sort of magnetic "force". After time the clutch separates from the compressor and the
magnet doesn't get as much of a connection. So then when your car gets hot the parts loosen
away from each other. The simple fix is to remove the clutch plate from the side of the
compressor and remove the spacer washer that is inbetween the two parts. This will tighten the
gap and the clutch will continue to run. You need to remove your tire. You will need a 14 mm
socket to remove the bolt that holds the clutch. You don't even have to remove the belt. It
comes right off the condenser. You can also rent a tool from auto zone that holds the clutch in
place in order to remove it. Mosart answered 4 years ago. I just came from the mechanic and he
said I need to have the Ac compressor replaced I have a civic ex coupe and the shit blows hot
air in my face Honda dealers are crooks too! I got a coupon in the mail for my local Honda to get
my Ac system inspected. When I went there yesterday the guy said the Ac needs to be working
What the fucks??!!!?! They didn't honor the coupon. We need to get this on this recall. I also
had this issue with my Acura TSX. I've had Hondas all my life I think I'm going to start looking at
other cars Let's get on this recall how can we get started. Martinez02 answered 4 years ago.
After replacing sensors And fuses and seeing that my clutch Fan was engaging - my mechanic
tightened up the wires at the plug located at the wire harness. Since it was a guess they did not
charge me. It has worked ever since. SpcMalone answered 4 years ago. I too am having the
same problem in my 08 civic. Ac is charged but nothing but hot air. Really sucks because I live
in Texas and right now I am having medical issues stemming from heat exhaustion and when I
get to hot it's a very expensive trip to the er. Just thinking about trading it in but had never had
any problems out of her except basic maintenance. She's been a great car. Remi answered 4
years ago. When I put the gauges on it and start it up with the AC on, the low side gauge spikes
very high and the high side stays low. This means the expansion valve this car does not use an
orifice tube is bad. Then the pressure switch turns off the compressor clutch. Same on the
engine side of the firewall. It is a three-wire switch and the HVAC unit is computer controlled
yes, I know it looks like a simple electric-over-manual system, but it is not. There are diagnostic
codes you can get the system to show you, but I can't remember how Again, Google it. I have a
CRV blowing nothing but hot air out. I tried to put some freon in but when I connected the gauge
to the low pressure line the gauge maxed out on the pressure and I was never able to get any
freon in. Any thoughts on wether this may be the switch that some have mentioned? Not sure
how to tell if the compressor is even coming on? I am so frustrated, I have a honda civic sedan.
The GDM version. I have gased up the dam thing and even changed the low pressure clutch.
The ac works great for a while and then gets hot. There is no consistency in the timing of the
issue. The local guys in St Lucia tell me the compressor is fine. Hi I have a honda coupe
replaced compressor brand new lots of freion still no cold air????? Guru9SS14 answered 3
years ago. DaveD answered 3 years ago. Dave My 08 Civic is blowing hot air also. Compressor
is not turning so will try a clutch relay switch first cheap then a pressure switch. GuruDMP99
answered 3 years ago. The compressor has been replaced works for awhile but still having the
same issues. Could it be the relay or pressure switch, please advice. David answered 3 years
ago. Start with something really cheap: change out the AC relay in the fuse box. It would be the
one that's closest to the front. Its black and about 1x1. Will cost you 10 to 15 dollars. Search you
tube for honda civic air conditioner relay. There are several videos that are super helpful. If you
are still having issues like the airflow gets weak after 30 minutes or so you can change out the

control panel for the AC right under the radio. You can look up there procedure on you tube. If
none of that helps you can let a good mechanic look at it. I own a Honda Civic SI. GuruW1JZV
answered 2 years ago. Honda is having a lot of issues not just in the models Honda but the new
ones as well. Havagoodday answered 2 years ago. Reilly answered 2 years ago. My air worked
for 15 minutes when it was 70 degrees outside then shut off. Replaced the relay today and no
luck. Anyone have any reliable solutions?? Hi, my Civic is even stranger! Good refridgerant
pressure, compressor clutch engaging well and fan starting when AC is switched on. Trouble is
it isn't blowing cold at all. Doug answered about a year ago. Honda uses a temperature
controlled thermo-coupler "switch" mounted on the compressor. In theory, when the
compressor gets too hot, the thermo-switch opens up, shutting off the power to the compressor
clutch coil. This coupler is a bi-metallic spring operated switch that goes bad over time. You can
bypass the coupler and give power directly to the clutch coil to see if the coupler is the
problem. KRReidster answered about a year ago. My Civic was doing this and I traced it down to
the relay. It was clicking but further inspection showed it to have bad or burnt points inside of it.
I jumped the relay here and system worked fine. Replaced relay two months ago and all is fine.
Daniel answered 8 months ago. Look for the snowflake inside the cover and swap it with
another one to test, BAM, cold air! Need to change it. How do I change the price. Also need to
add more photos. How to edit my listing? I am paying cash - no trades. Want white with ivory
leather I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. My air conditioner starting blowing only
hot air. I took it to Goodyear a I have a Honda Civic. I took it to Goodyear and they tested it.
There were no leaks but they said the clutch and coils were not engaging. I decided not to have
it reapied there and they wouldn't tell me exactly what needed to be done. What makes the
clutch not engage? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Honda Civic Coupe question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Honda Civic Coupe Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Our
Address. Kings Mills, OH Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated. Next is to check static
pressure. You need a gauge to connect to the low side connector the smaller blue some are not
colored capped one. Pressure in the system if it is reasonably full with compressor disengaged
should be about psi. No problem, let us know what the pressure is and we can go from there. If
the Freon has leaked out that could explain your no engagement as the system has pressure
sensors to prevent the compressor from engaging if the Freon level is too low. Ok, so I finally
got a set of manifold gauges. I just want to verify that my ideas are correct. Here is what I
planned on doing:. Close all the valves on the manifold gauges. Attach the blue hose to the low
side. Open the low side valve on the manifold gauge. Read the pressure. You are missing the
ambient temperature. Opening the low side valve on the manifold will connect the low side hose
to the service hose. Close both valves on the manifold. Connect the low side hose to the fitting
on the car. If your hose has a knob at the connection, turn that to engage the hose with the low
side fitting. That should be all you need to do. At that point, you should have a reading on your
low side gauge. Once you are satisfied with your reading, loosen the knob on the low side fitting
not on the manifold, on the fitting and then remove the fitting from the low side service port. Be
sure to reinstall the protective cap on the service port. I thought thats what he meant the knob
for the gauge hook up that hooks to the car service port? Unless i miss read his post i didnt
know he was talking about the gauge manifold. I read it the other way about. I might be wrong
about what he meant, but better to be safe than sorry. OK thanks. So the valves on the manifold
itself should remain closed the whole time. At that point the gauge should have a reading. I
actually have information and videos covering this topic in this article. Hopefully it can help. It
seems like there is nothing in the lines at all. Probably no gas. Hose has probably rubbed
somewhere and leaked now there is no gas within the system. Start by physically examining the
system. Look for oily dirty areas. Places to pay special attention to are near the pulley on the
front of the compressor, and at every connection, as all have O rings that can fail. As the
previous poster said, sometimes things get moved around during servicing of other
components, and something winds up rubbing against one of the hoses, or aluminum lines,
causing a hole. This will pretty quickly lead to zero pressure in the system. If you are unable to
find the leak with a simple visual inspection, then the next step would be to charge the system
with leak detector dye, and just enough freon to get the compressor to run, then carefully
inspect everything with a black light to locate the dye. If you get to this point, and have visually
inspected everything you can see with no luck, find the tube under the car where the
condensate from the evaporator drips out, and inspect the end of the hose with your black light.

If there is a leak in the evaporator core, some of the dye will travel down that hose with the
condensate, and you can usually see it on the very bottom of the hose with your black light.
December 10, at pm Matthew Ross Participant. Viewing 15 replies - 1 through 15 of 25 total.
Kevin Criswell Participant. January 9, at am Here is what I planned on doing: 1. Am I missing
anything? Bill Participant. Erik Participant. Tom Participant. January 9, at pm January 10, at am
January 11, at am EricTheCarGuy Keymaster. January 11, at pm Next thing to do is find your
leak. You must be logged in to reply to this topic. After reading a lot there are some
possibilities: 1- Open ground at the chassis 2- Under Dash fuse box multiplexer bad 3- 4- Please
help My car has an automatic transmission. Hi there. The air conditioning clutch could be not
working for the refrigerant could be low or the clutch could be burned up. If there is a voltage
present then the clutch is burned up and needs replaced. If there is no voltage present, then the
system could be low on refrigerant or the low or high side pressure sensor has failed. If there is
voltage to the sensors and nothing past the sensors, then the system is low on refrigerant. The
cooling fans and condenser fans either are not coming on from a loss of power or the motors
are burned up. First check the cooling fan circuit. If there is no power to the cooling fan, then
check the fuses and see if they are burned. If the sensor has power to it an after, then the switch
is working. If there is power to the motors on the cooling fan, then the fan motor is burned up
and needs replaced. For the condenser fan, if there is no power to the fan, then check the fuses
for any of them burned. If there is power to the motor, then the condenser fan motor is burned
up and will need to be replaced. For the ceiling light courtesy light is not working when the door
is open, then there could be an issue with the bulb being burned or the switches are damaged.
First check to see if the light is just turned off. If the light is on the door settings, then check the
doors one at a time and see if the door courtesy light switch is broken, stuck, or has a loose or
corroded ground. If the ground is good and there is no problems with the switch wiring, then I
recommend replacing the door courtesy light switch. For the parking brake light always on,
check to see if the parking brake lever is all the way down in the unlock position. If you need
further assistance with the issues your are facing, then seek out a professional, such as one
from Your Mechanic, to help you with the following:. Marvin Sunderland Automotive Mechanic.
If you need further assistance with the issues your are facing, then seek out a professional,
such as one from Your Mechanic, to help you with the following: air conditioning compressor
clutch not working cooling fans and condenser fans not working courtesy light not working with
the door open parking brake light always on. The statements expressed above are only for
informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service
for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking Changed out the alternator and
battery. Car will not start without a jump. This may be a sign of a failing voltage regulator. This
is a unit that regulates the charging of the battery by the alternator. Often times this will result in
the alternator allowing too much power to be delivered to Read more. Can a transmission
problem destroy an engine??? My suggestion is to have the vehicle towed to another shop that
you choose for a second opinion. Make sure it is not a shop he suggests and don't tell him
where you are taking it. Typically, flywheels are indexed On this vehicle it is not typically
possible to adjust the mileage reading on the dash. If the instrument panel was replaced then
that would contain a new mileage read out but the vehicles on board computer would always
One, is increased engine load caused by a failing AC compressor. The AC compressor adds
rotational load to the engine and if the compressor is wearing and Hesitation and smoke Hello,
thank you for writing in. While it is typical for the engine to give off some white smoke upon
starting as it burns condensation that builds while off at night , what you describe sounds more
like a coolant leak What is the maximum load? Rpms running too high Hello. I suspect that the
idle air control valve is faulty. The idle air control valve is supposed to smoothly adjust the
engine's idle to the changing driver conditions, like stopping at a light. If it is malfunctioning, it
can I have replaced both front end sides completely and I am still hearing a clunk sound. Strut
mounts can account for noise like that as well as a loose sway bar. There are tie rod ends and
motor mounts to consider as well. If you have any kind of sub-frame structure bolted to the
unibody, through Charging system failure. Hello There! This is a sign of a bad voltage regulator
as indicated by the test they ran with everything still installed on the vehicle. The voltage
regulator is a unit that regulates the charging of the battery by the Related articles. One One of
the most important parts within the cooling system of your vehicle is the fan clutch. However, if
this part should stop working the entire Most cars these days come with air conditioning as a
standard feature â€” gone are the days Browse other content. Heating AC Inspection. Warning
Light is on Inspection. If so, try the troubleshooting techniques described here. This is a full
explanation of how the system works. After reading, go to this post to learn how to diagnose a
compressor clutch problem. Car makers use an electro-magnetic clutch to engage and
disengage the air conditioning compressor. When power energizes the clutch coil, the magnetic

field pulls the clutch in towards the pulley. As the clutch disc pulls in towards the pulley, the
pulley provides the rotating power to operate the compressor. So start your diagnosis by
determining if the compressor clutch works. Then look at the front of the compressor clutch.
Both the pulley and the clutch should be spinning. That means the clutch has properly engaged
with the pulley. AC compressor clutches receive power in a number of ways. Or, the relay can
be operated by the PCM which has interpreted the condition of the low and high pressure
sensors. In that case, the PCM would see that the refrigerant pressures are within bounds and
the PCM would provide a ground connection to the control coil side of the AC compressor
clutch relay. In some vehicles the compressor clutch relay is turned on and off by the low
pressure switch and the evaporator temperature sensor. In a computer controlled system, the
compressor clutch relay is grounded by the computer. If the fuse is good, disconnect the
electrical connector from the compressor clutch coil. Move it away from moving parts so you
can safely check for power and ground. With engine running and the AC set to MAX, use a
digital voltmeter to check for battery voltage and good ground at the connector. Wiring varies
by make, model, and year. In order for the computer to provide ground, it must receive a good
signal from the low pressure switch, high pressure switch, and evaporator temperature sensor.
In other vehicles the power flows through the air conditioning switch to the fuse and from the
fuse through the low pressure and evaporator temperature sensor to the clutch coil. The
compressor clutch air gap is critical to the AC compressor clutch engaging. To learn more
about AC compressor clutch air gap, read this post. DIY recharging kits tell you to recharge
through the low pressure port while the compressor is engaged. But if the system is low on
refrigerant, the clutch will never engage. Some DIYers then hotwire the low pressure switch to
force the compressor clutch to engage while they recharge. You may get it to accept a charge,
but you may have already damaged the compressor before the system reaches full charge.
NEVER try to bypass the low pressure switch. Doing so will force the compressor to run with
inadequate oil and can destroy the compressor. Moisture reacts with the refrigerant and oil to
cause acid and sludge that can destroy the system. Then the system should be fully evacuated
to remove all air before recharging. Not really. You could have a low side target range of psi and
see that static pressure on your gauge. All that tells you is that there is some refrigerant in the
system. But 1 ounce of refrigerant will provide a psi reading the same as a full system. The only
thing a kit gauge can tell you is that your system is completely empty if you attach the gauge
and get a reading of 0-psi. A static pressure taken on the high side is a slightly better indicator
of system charge because the high side is much more responsive to ambient temperature than
the low side. There is a way to add more refrigerant without hot wiring the low pressure switch
and running the compressor. Be warned that I take no responsibility for any damage you cause
by using this technique. Connect the recharging kit to the low pressure suction port. The low
pressure tubing is always a larger diameter than the high pressure line. Plus, the DIY kit fitting
will only attach to the low pressure port. Then start adding refrigerant. If your vehicle is an
orifice tube system, the refrigerant gas will flow through one of the open compressor reed
valves and into the condenser coil. The radiator fans will cause the refrigerant to condense and
turn back into a liquid. But chances are some of it will still reach the orifice tube and flow into
the evaporator
chevy cobalt hitch
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2000 subaru outback battery
coil. With the blower fan running, any liquid that enters the evaporator will boil and turn back
into a gas. After a few minutes, you may be able to build up enough pressure to close the low
pressure switch. So try starting the engine and checking the compressor. If you have an
expansion valve system, the blower fan will prevent the sensing tube from shutting down the
expansion valve while you try to add refrigerant. Do NOT hot wire the low pressure switch. Air
conditioning compressor and clutch assembly. They include wiring diagrams and technical
service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing:
Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the identification symbols and
then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy.
If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy. Find this article useful? Share it!
Tags compressor clutch compressor clutch doesn't engage.

